POPE & YOUNG CLUB’S
FRED BEAR SOCIETY

(Memories of the Fred Bear Society...)

MEMBERS INDUCTED IN ST. LOUIS, APRIL 2017

Black Bear Level ($10,000+)
Stefan Stefanovich, Jr., Nathan Andersohn, Jack Brittingham, Gus Congeml, Edwin DeYoung, Kathleen Kilpatrick-Gardner, Garry Brandenburg, Merrill Jones, J. Camp Newton, Brian Taylor, Zack Walton

Kodiak Bear Level (100,000+)
Chuck Adams, Jack D. Frost, Anna & Kenneth Vorisek

Leaving a legacy for your bowhunting passion! Providing support for the Pope and Young Club and bowhunting’s future. Introduced in April 2013, the Fred Bear Society is a special recognition of Pope and Young Club members who are making significant investments for the future of the Club and for bowhunting’s future, either by direct cash contributions and/or by charitable planned giving. This includes designated gifts to the P&Y Trust Fund, the P&Y/Dr. Glenn St. Charles Museum of Bowhunting, the P&Y Conservation/Outreach Fund; or the Club, in general.

PREVIOUSLY INDUCTED MEMBERS

Black Bear Level ($10,000+)
Bob DeLaney
Dennis Dunn
Jim Hens
Glenn Hisey
Tom Hoffman
Steve Keithley
Jack D. Frost
Tom Nelson
Walt Palmer
David Samuel

Archie Nesbitt
Jack Furst
George A. Zanoni (Deceased)
Billy Ellis III
Robert R. White
Ben Wallace
Brad Jannenga
Don Rajaus
Roy Keefe
M. R. James
John Gardner

Robert Speegle
Michael Steger
Chuck Young
Harv Ebers
Richard Sage (Deceased)

Silver Tip Level ($30,000+)
Donald Bradford Schofield

Polar Bear Level ($50,000+)
James Wondzell

Cliff Wiseman (Deceased)
Tom Miranda
Jim Wilmot

Kodiak Bear Level ($100,000+)
Bob Ameen
Lowe Morrison
Chase Fulcher
Jerry Davis
Ricardo Longoria
Michael F. Joseph

P&Y Members meeting the required giving levels become eligible for induction into the Fred Bear Society and can be inducted at the next biennial P&Y Convention. Fred Bear Society inductees will:

- Be formally inducted in a special ceremony during the Friday Recognition Banquet at the Convention
- Receive a crystal statue recognizing their commitment
- Receive a Fred Bear Society blue blazer jacket, featuring the FBS patch and giving level
- Be invited to attend the exclusive Fred Bear Society reception during the Convention
- Receive ongoing recognition in the quarterly issues of the P&Y Ethic

If you are interested in the Fred Bear Society, or have any questions, please contact
Trust Officer Bob DeLaney (m.robertdelaney@gmail.com, 203-253-0049)